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Academic Skills Center

Publications


Conference Presentations

“Engaging First Generation Students Through Exposure to Undergraduate Research.” College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA), Minneapolis, MN. November 6, 2014. Holly Hassemer.

“Using an Emotional Intelligence Curriculum for Students in Academic Difficulty.” College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA), Minneapolis, MN. November 7, 2014. Holly Hassemer.


External Awards


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
Accounting and Finance

Publications


Conference Presentations

Content and Standardization in Financial Disclosures: Everything New is Old. 2014 American Accounting Association Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia, 2014. **D'Arcy Becker** and **Marcy Leasum-Orwig**.


*Choosing a Cloud Storage Vendor for Big Games.* AIS Educators Conference, Golden, Colorado, 2014. **Dawna Drum** and **Elizabeth Pierce**.

*Workarounds in an SAP Environment: Perspectives of System Implementers and Designers.* American Accounting Association, Atlanta, Georgia, 2014. **Dawna Drum**.


*Changing How Intermediate Accounting Students are Motivated.* Conference on Teaching and Learning in Accounting (CTLA), Atlanta, Georgia, 2014. **Aimee Pernsteiner**.


Anthropology

Publications


Art and Design

Publications


Conference Presentations and Exhibits


External Awards


Other


Biology

Publications

Reich PB., University of Minnesota, Hbbie S, University of Minnesota, **Lee, T.** 2014. Water and nitrogen limitation jointly eliminate plant growth enhancement by elevated CO2, *Nature Geoscience*, 7:920-924. (Published online: 2 November 2014 | DOI: 10.1038/NGEO2284.).


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
Business Communication

Publications


Conference Presentations


Lentz, Paula, Cresap, Linda, Minot State University, Muir, Clive, Stephen F. Austin State University, Orwig, Marcy Leasum, and Judy Tisdale, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. “Establishing Credentials for Business Communication Faculty.” Association for Business Communication Convention, Philadelphia, 2014.


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student


Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning/McIntyre Library/Nursing

Conference Presentations


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student
**Center for International Education**

**Conference Presentations**


“When I First Entered the Field I Had a Lot of Questions—Now I Have Many of the Answers…What’s Next?” National NAFSA: Association of International Educators Annual Conference, San Diego, California, May 2014. **Jodi Simek.**

**Chemistry**

**Publications**


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
based ozone observations in comparison to NAQFM ” Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics Discussions, 14, 23201-23236 (2014).


Conference Presentations


248th National Meeting, American Chemical Society, August 10-14, 2014, San Francisco, CA. David E. Lewis. "Russian or German? First or fourth? The Citation for Chemical Breakthroughs award to St. Petersburg State University for Mendeleev's periodic system of the elements" HIST 11; invited presentation (symposium).


Wisconsin Science & Technology Symposium, WSTS 2013, July 22-23, UW-Superior, Superior, WI. Michael J. Schmidt; Jared M. Gillingham; David E. Lewis "Does the strong base in the vitamin K carboxylation of Glu residues really exist? Computational modeling of a free radical mechanism for γ-carboxylation."

Muller, Cheryl L., and Hoida, Emily J. Study Patterns in General Chemistry I, Poster presented at 2014 Biennial Conference on Chemical Education, Grand Rapids MI, Aug 5, 2014.


Theisen, Roslyn M. and Egdorf, Rachel Investigation of Student Attitudes and Understanding in General Chemistry Oral presentation at the 247th American Chemical Society meeting, Dallas, TX, United States, March 16 – 20, 2014; CHED paper #20561.

Egdorf, Rachel and Theisen, Roslyn Investigation of Student Attitude and Understanding in General Chemistry Oral presentation at the 28th annual National Council of Undergraduate Research, University of Kentucky – Lexington, KY, April 3 – 5, 2014.

Egdorf, Rachel and Theisen, Roslyn Investigation of Student Attitude and Understanding in General Chemistry Poster presented at the 247th American Chemical Society national meeting, Dallas, TX, United States, March 16 – 20, 2014.

**Brandes, Elizabeth, Meise, Kristin J.** and **Theisen, Roslyn** Synthesis of Biomimetic Functional and Structural Model Complexes. Poster was presented at the 248th American Chemical Society national meeting, San Francisco, CA, United States, August 10 – 14, 2014; CHED paper # 27055.

### External Awards

**P. Cleary.** WisCAMP Advanced Opportunities Grant for Sheikh Jammeh, Fall 2014, $1800

### Patents

Maurice C. Kemp; **David E. Lewis.** "Quaternary ammonium salts as microbe inhibitors." **U.S. Patent No. 8,853,454 B2** [October 7, 2014].


### Communication and Journalism

#### Publications


#### Conference Presentations


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student


Communication and Journalism/Sociology

Conference Presentations


**Economics**

**Publications**


**Conference Presentations**


**External Awards**

2014 University of Wisconsin System Outstanding Women of Color in Education Award. Sanjukta Chaudhuri.

**Economics/Psychology**

**Publications**

Education Studies

Publications


Conference Presentations


English

Publications


**Jonathan Loomis.** “At the Diamond School of Dance” (poem), *Subtropics*, autumn, 2014.


Symbiosis: A Journal of Transatlantic Literary and Cultural Relations. University of Glasgow Press. 18.1 and 18.2. Ed. J Pace; Chris Gair, University of Glasgow; Philip Tew, Brunel University, and Matthew Scott, University of R Reading.

**Patterson, Molly.** “Being White And Middle Class, We Had Many Advantages. And We Used Them To Leave North St. Louis.” *The Root*. The Slate Group. 28 Aug. 2014.


**Conference Presentations**


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student


“She’s the Man: Catalina de Erauso and the Mobility of Masculinity.” American Society of Eighteenth Century Studies Annual Conference. Williamsburg, VA. (March 2014.). Cathy Rex.

“Anthropogenesis in the Anthropocene,” Environmental Humanities Laboratory, Division of History of Science, Technology and Environment, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, 2-4 December 2014. Stephanie Turner.

**Invited Lectures**


**External Awards**

2014 recipient of the Sister Joel Read Civic Engagement Practitioners award from Wisconsin Campus Compact. Ruth Cronje.

**Other**


J. Pace CARE (Concerned for Adults Returning to Education) Certificate of Recognition: “Outstanding Teaching, Mentoring and Encouragement of Nontraditional Students at the University of Wisconsin Eau Claire.” 5 May 2014.


**English/McIntyre Library**

**External Awards**

Recipient, “2013 Top Twenty Article Award” from the American Library Association’s Library Instruction Round Table for “Revising the ‘One-Shot’ through Lesson Study: Collaborating with Writing Faculty to Rebuild a Library Instruction Session.” College and Research Libraries 74.4 (2013): 381-398.

**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student
Shevaun E. Watson, English, Cathy Rex, English, Jill Markgraf, McIntyre Library, Hans Kishel, McIntyre Library, Eric Jennings, McIntyre Library, and Kate Hinnant, McIntyre Library.

**Geography and Anthropology**

**Publications**


Melsness, David and Ryan Weichelt. 2014. “Spatial Crime Displacement in Chicago’s South Side.”

**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student


Conference Presentations


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student


Using Social Media to Teach Research Methods in Geography: Content Analysis of Tourism Imagery on Instagram. Ezra Zeitler. Oral Presentation. Annual Meeting of the National Council on Geographic Education, Memphis, TN.

Invited Lectures

**Geography/Honors/English**

**Conference Presentations**

Running G. Huggins M, Cronje R. “I Had No Idea”: The Silencing of Food Insecurity and the Role of Undergraduate Civic Engagement in Unsilencing the Silent. Campus Compact Upper Midwest Civic Engagement Summit; Menomonie, WI. 12-13 June 2014

**Geology**

**Publications**


Conference Presentations


Haas, J.W., Rasmussen, A.K., Mahoney, J.B., and Syverson, K.M., 2014, Regional petrographic analysis of Cambrian sandstone in Minnesota and Wisconsin: Quantifying mineralogy and potential sources of airborne particulate matter within “frac sand” targets: Geological Society of America Abstracts with Programs (North-Central meeting, Lincoln, NE), v. 46, no. 4, p. 52. Winner of GSA Undergraduate Student Poster Presentation Award, 3rd place.


External Awards

Information Systems

Publications


Conference Presentations


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student
# Kinesiology

## Publications


## Conference Presentations


**Stow, R.** (2014, April). *FAI: Athlete physical characteristics and post-surgical rehabilitation approaches*. Presentation at the Wisconsin Athletic Trainers’ Association State Symposium and Meeting, Eau Claire, WI.


**Murphy, S., Ho, C., Hooge, C., Jaskolski, J., Stow, R., & Ishikawa, S.** (2014). *The acute effects of Graston Technique on power, work, and torque output in collegiate female track and field athletes*. Presentation at the National Conference on Undergraduate Research, Lexington, KY.


The Prevalence of obesity in Oklahoma third through fifth graders. Poster presented at the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance (AAHPERD), St. Louis, MO, April 1-5. 2014. **Yoonsin Oh** & Soojin Yoo, University of Texas-Pan American.

**Bold**: Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics**: Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline**: Graduate Student
Languages

Publications


Conference Presentations


Brown, Joshua R. and Martina Lindseth. 2014. "Engaging with the host culture during study abroad," Wisconsin Association for Language Teachers Conference, Appleton.in Association for Language Teachers Conference, Appleton.


Languages/History

Publications


Conference Presentations


Management and Marketing

Publications


**Bold**: Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics**: Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline**: Graduate Student


**Conference Presentations**


**Bold**: Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics**: Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline**: Graduate Student

Environmental Sustainability: Global Student Perspectives. Midwest Qualitative Research Conference, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 2014. Nancy Hanson-Rasmussen.


The Pre-Nup: Putting Together a Mentor/Protégé Agreement. ACHCA Convocation, Las Vegas, Nevada, 2014. Scott Lester and Douglas Olson.


Facilitators and Barriers to Chinese Shop-floor Employees' Participation in Problem Solving. 2014 MBAA International Conference, Chicago, Illinois, 2014. Benbo Li (Chongqing University, China), Abraham Nahm, Rebecca Wyland, Jian-yu Ke, and Wei Yan (Chongqing University, China).


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student


Management and Marketing/Sociology

Publications


Materials Science Center

Publications

Conference Presentations


“PEG-PDMAEMA Smart Diblock Copolymer Reversible Aggregation” E. Stubbs, P. Conor, M. Schneider, and E. Glogowski, University of Nebraska-Lincoln Women in Physical Sciences conference, poster presentation, Fall 2014.


“Synthesis and Systematic Study of Smart Diblock Copolymer PEG-PDMAEMA” P. Conor, E. Stubbs, M. Schneider, and E. M. Glogowski, UW-La Crosse College of Science and Health Summer Celebration of Undergraduate Research, poster presentation, Summer 2014.


Mathematics

Publications


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student
The Three *Giri of Paradiso* XXXIII. Published by the journal, Dante Studies, 131 (2013): 237--272. **Aba Mbirika** and Arielle Saiber, Bowdoin College.

**Christy, Jackie; McHugh, Josh; Riehl, Manda; Williams, Noah.** Distribution of genome rearrangement distance under double cut and join. Involve, 7 No. 4, 2014, pg. 491-507.


**Conference Presentations**

*A Comparison of Solutions of the Two Dynamic Riccati Equations on Time Scales*, MAA Wisconsin Section Meeting, UW-Whitewater (April 2014). **Yeng Chang, Maxwell Dylla and Chris Ahrendt**.

*A Comparison of the Behavior of Solutions of the Two Logistic Dynamic Equations on Time Scales*, Invited talk in the special session on Dynamic Equations on Time Scales, AMS Sectional Meeting, Texas Tech University (April 2014). **Chris Ahrendt**.

*The Time Scale Calculus and a Comparison of the Behavior of Solutions of the Two Logistic Dynamic Equations*, Contributed talk, MAA Wisconsin Section Meeting, UW-Whitewater (April 2014). **Chris Ahrendt**.


**Manda Riehl** Pattern Avoidance on *k*-ary Heaps, Permutation Patterns 2014, Eastern Tennessee State University, July 2014. 12th International Permutation Patterns Conference.

**Ursula Whitcher**. Arithmetic mirror symmetry and isogenies, Special Session on Algorithms in Arithmetic Geometry, AMS Fall Central Meeting, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, September 2014.

**Invited Lectures**

**Ursula Whitcher**. Reflexive polytopes and semistable degenerations, Quantum Monday, Center for Geometry and Physics, Pohang, July 2014.
McIntyre Library

Publications


Conference Presentations

Bogstad, Janice M. “Tolkien and the Multimodal Text,” Presented at the annual Popular Culture/American Culture Association Conference, Chicago, IL (Marriott Downtown) April, 16-19, 2014.

Bogstad, Janice M. “Using Science Fiction to Introduce Sciences on the Interdisciplinary Subject of Climate Change.” Presented at the biennial STEM in Education Conference, Vancouver, B.C. July 11-15, 2014. Also organized session and moderated session.


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student
Music and Theatre Art

Publications


Nursing

Publications


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student


**Conference Presentations**


**External Awards**

Charlotte Sortedahl Mary C. and Fred Bliss Nursing Faculty Development Award September 2014, $4,000

**Other**

Philosophy and Religious Studies

Publications


Conference Presentations


“Are Gratitude and Forgiveness Symmetrical?” Minnesota Philosophical Society, Duluth, Minnesota, October 2014. Sean McAleer.


Kristin Schaupp. "Disagreement, Humility, and Inclusivity” Wisconsin Philosophical Association, UW-Madison, WI, April 2014

Kristin Schaupp. "Inclusivity vs. Rationality? Disagreement and Value-laden Content in the Classroom" University of Wisconsin System's Annual Teaching Conference (OPID), April 2014

Kristin Schaupp. "Trading in Values: Disagreement, Rationality, and Inclusivity" American Association of Philosophy Teachers, College of St. Benedict and St. John’s University, Collegeville, MN July 2014

Political Science

Publications


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student


Spraitz, J.D., Bowen, K.N., Texas Christian University, & Bowers, J.H., Saginaw Valley State University. (2014). Neutralizations and a history of “keeping the lid” on it: How Church leaders handled and explained sexual abuse in one diocese. Journal of Crime and Justice. doi:10.1080/0735648x.2014.995204

Frenzel, E.D., Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Bowen, K.N., Texas Christian University, Spraitz, J.D., Bowers, J.H., Saginaw Valley State University, & Phaneuf, S., Indiana University of Pennsylvania.

**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student

**Conference Presentations**


**Patchin, J. W.** (February, 2014). “School Climate 2.0: Preventing Cyberbullying and Other High Tech Problems One Classroom at a Time,” Creating Caring School Communities Conference (Montreal, Quebec).


**Patchin, J. W.** (October, 2014). “School Climate 2.0: Preventing Cyberbullying and Other High Tech Problems One Classroom at a Time,” Creating Caring School Communities Conference (Montreal, Quebec).


**Invited Lectures**


**Psychology**

**Publications**


**Bold:** Faculty/Academic Staff; **Bold/Italics:** Undergraduate Student; **Bold/Underline:** Graduate Student


Conference Presentations


Bold: Faculty/Academic Staff; Bold/Italics: Undergraduate Student; Bold/Underline: Graduate Student


Services for Students with Disabilities

Conference Presentations

*A Look at Students with Disabilities through the Characters of Winnie the Pooh and the TV Hit, “Parenthood.”* Wisconsin Association of Educational Opportunity Program Personnel Annual Conference, Pewaukee, WI, 23-24 Apr. 2014. **Vicky Thomas** and **Christy Mulock**.

*Students with Disabilities.* Wisconsin Academic Advising Association Annual Conference, Eau Claire, WI, 18-19 Sep. 2014. **Vicky Thomas** and **Christy Mulock**.

Social Work

Publications


Conference Presentations


**Quinn-Lee, L.** March 2014. “Crossing the River: Interdisciplinary Palliative Care Research on Campus and in the Community” at Social Work Hospice & Palliative Care Network (SWHPN) General Assembly in San Diego, California.


Sociology

Publications


Jianjun Ji and Amy K. Wells. “Socioeconomic-Demographic Characteristics and Supporting Resources of the Chinese Elderly.” Canadian Social Science, Vol. 10, Issue 5, Pp 153-167. ISSN 1712-8056, Canada Research and Development Center of Sciences and Cultures, Canada.

Conference Presentations


William Michel and Jianjun Ji, “Psychological Wellbeing of the Urban Chinese Elderly.” Seven Rivers Undergraduate Research Symposium, Nov. 14, Viterbo University, La Crosse.

Watershed Institute

Publications


Conference Presentations


Suppes, L.M. Swimmer Pool Water Ingestion, Infection Risk, and Recall During Outbreak Investigations. Wisconsin Environmental Health Association Spring Conference, Wisconsin Dells, WI.
March 2014.
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